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The effect of inhomogeneous EPR broadening on relaxation of nuclei in crystals with magnetic impurities is discussed. It is shown that the concentration dependence of the relaxation rate agrees with the
experimental data.
AS is well known, u, 21 the relaxation of nuclei indiamagnets having a small amount of paramagnetic ions is
determined by its coupling with the electron spins of the
impurity ions, and for sufficiently low temperatures and
not very small concentrations of the impurity, the major
role is played by the electron spin-spin interaction (the
so-called dipole-dipole reservoir (DDR)).
A detailed consideration of the relaxation of nuclei
with account of the role of DDR for homogeneous EPR
line broadening of the magnetic ions is given in[ 2 • 31 •
However, the so-called inhomogeneous EPR line broadening is usually observed in the experiment. [41 In this
case, the relaxation of nuclei without account of DDR has
been considered in(sJ. In the present paper it is shown
that the presence of DDR can change the picture of
nuclear relaxation considerably.
For inhomogeneous broadening, the magnetic field Hi
acting on the electron spin, located at the i-th node, is
the sum of two fields: Hi = Ho + Hi, where Ho is the applied constant field, H~ the local field, which usually
1
satisfies the condition H{ = 0.
.
In such a situation, the exchange of energ1es between
the different spins is usually difficult, inasmuch as they
have different Larmor frequencies. But if the time of
the spin-lattice relaxation is sufficiently large, the case
is possible in which the exchange of energies among all
the different spins manages to occur. As a result of
this, the number of parameters characterizing the spin
system is decreased, and a quasi-equilibrium state is
established for which one can represent the electron
spin system, following[eJ, as the combination of two
subsystems: the Zeeman subsystem, with Hamiltonian

~.=woEs~·
i

and the reservoir of local fields (RLF) with energy
~d =

Ew;S;• + ~ss,

ro;

= vsll;",
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where s~ is the electron spin operator (a = x, y, z),
1
Jl'ss the secular part of the dipole-dipole (d - d) i~teraction. The basis for this splitting into subsystems 1s the
fact that, first, £z commutes with .led and second, in the
high temperature limit, Xz and Xd can be expressed in
terms of independent collective variables.
In fact, we consider the Fourier expansion
S ia. =

E

It is easy to show that
~. ~

s:-o, Ewisiz ~ s;,."'

~ss ~ (S:...0) 2,

s:,.o.
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Thus, at high temperatures, when one can neglect the
term (Sq = o) 2 (as also in the case of uniform broadening), Kz and Y4:I depend on the independent collective
variables s~ = 0 and s~"' 0• respectively' and therefore
one can be characterized in general by different reciprocal temperatures f3z and f3d· In such a model, the
inhomogeneous line behaves at saturation like a homogeneous line with width A* (A* 2 is the second moment of
the inhomogeneous line).
If the exchange of energy between spins takes place
within the spin-relaxation time in the spin system only
inside separate groups, in which the spins possess close
Larmor frequencies, then independent holes burning at
different frequencies is possible in the inhomogeneous
lines and the description of the saturation requires the
introduction of many temperatures. In such cases, it is
no longer possible to separate the general Zeeman subsystem, inasmuch as it is not possible to express :YCz
and the RLF for spins of the separate groups in terms
of the independent variables ~ wi = 0 and contains S~ = 0
in first degree if the summation is carried out over
spins of one definite group). Therefore, for the description of the inhomogeneous broadening in this case, it is
convenient to use the so-called "spin-packet" model, [41
in which a characteristic temperature corresponds to
each packet and a single DDR is also introduced. L5 ' 71
We proceed to the consideration of the spin-lattice
relaxation of nuclei. In the spin-packet model, the picture of relaxation with DDR participation is practically
the same as in the homogeneous broadening. In the twotemperature model, the character of the relaxation is
different, since the role of DDR here is played by the
RLF. Actually, the rate of direct spin-lattice relaxation
1/TN is proportional to op(w)[ 21 -the Fourier transform
of the correlator
(Jl{t) = Sp{S;zS;•(t))

I Sp(S;z)2,

while the term 'Ew.S~ gives the contribution only in the
i
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fourth moment of the function op(w). Just as in exchange
interaction, which narrows down the absorption line of
magnetic resonance, this term, for
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also "narrows down" cp(w).
A simple calculation gives
M4
3M22

=

2~' 2

3Mz

+

(

M4 )
3Mz2 o'

-

Mn=

J

ronrp(ro)dro.

concentration dependence of TN that differs from the
homogeneous case. Inasmuch as M2 ~ wss ~ f for randomly distributed impurities, we obtain
(1)

The expression (~/3m~)o is computed in[sJ and represents the contribution of uniform broadening in nuclear
relaxation. If ~/3M~ » 1 (this is possible either for
t. *2I wss » 1 or for sufficiently dilute crystals, when
(~/3M~) 0 » 1), then cp(w) can be approximated by a
truncated Lorentzian form. The corresponding correlation time Ts and the cutoff parameter a are determined
by the expressions (we assume (~/3M~)o » 1)
1
nMz (
n2
)_,,,
~= 2y76 ~··+ 24 Mb:so2

,
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where the homogeneous width
1 _ nl'M2
Tso- - 6 -
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is computed in explicit form inl 91
n•

•

~·z;:a;:.24Mz"rso 2 ,

If

~={/if ross2 <;;;~' 2
TN

f if

(6)

ross2 ;l;>~' 2

while for homogeneous broadening (t.* « wss) 1/T!i
""' f 2 always. In the experiments of the Leiden group 91
for sufficiently small f, the dependence is 1/TN f,
while for large f, the dependence is 1/TN o·o f 2 which is
in qualitative agreement with Eq. (6).
Finally, we note that the inequality (3) first, does not
depend on f (this is evidently connected with the fact that
for small f, both M2 and~ depend linearly on the concentration) and, second, it is stronger than the inequality
t. *2
wss· For this reason, the case is possible in
which one can neglect the contribution of inhomogeneous
broadening in the direct relaxation of nuclei, but at the
same time, its account is significant under conditions of
DDR heating.
In conclusion, the authors express their sincere
gratitude to G. R. Khutsishvili, V. A. Atsarkin and M. A.
Rodak for useful discussions.
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